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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Today, several applications in the domain of industrial production
and logistics use information stored on smart labels to control
processes or monitor the flow of goods. This often complex
information is represented by bits and bytes e.g. on a RFID
transponder and is usually modeled accordingly, by arranging the
bits and bytes in an order suitable for the specific application at
hand. Accessing the information means coding this order into
read/write algorithms in PLCs or other automation systems,
making it difficult and expensive to add, rearrange or remove
pieces of information. To increase the benefit of IoT technologies
and to allow a seamless migration of the underlying tag
technologies, future systems thus have to abstract from the
information and its binary representation.

Looking at today’s economy, it becomes obvious that industry is
facing a range of unprecedented challenges. Globalization,
shortening product lifecycles and an increasing customer desire
for individualized goods are asking for highly flexible processes
in the production and logistics industry which are able to adapt
quickly to changing market demands [20]. First solutions to meet
these challenges are provided by technologies for the “Internet of
Things” [5] (e.g. barcode and radio frequency identification
(RFID)), bridging the gap between the physical flow of goods and
the digital flow of information [1, 4].

In this paper we introduce a mapping technology that enables the
separation of information and its’ Digital Object Memory (DOM)specific memory representation. The key of this concept is an
XML schema used for the separated description of information
and its DOM-specific memory address. A server has been
developed that stores those tag-specific XML documents and
supports querying for the requested information addresses. To
demonstrate the feasibility of the approach this mapping
technology has been used in combination with a programmable
logic controller (PLC) to enable the flexible migration of various
smart label technologies and DOM representations avoiding the
necessity to change the PLC application code.
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A more comprehensive approach to associate digital lifecycle
information with physical objects is represented by the concept of
so-called digital object memories (DOM) [7, 14]. As it has been
shown in [10], DOM goes beyond current real life Auto-ID
applications and allows for an efficient and flexible exchange of
product lifecycle information between varying stakeholders of a
value chain [15]. By that, the modeling of the on-product DOM
format becomes an important factor for the operability of a
developed solution [10]. DOM information stored on a product
can be directly transferred as binary code into the programmable
logic controller (PLC) of factory modules for parameterizing
production processes and by that, support a decentralized control
strategy [15].
In order to make the industrial application of DOM a success, two
main problems need to be addressed. First of all, concepts need to
be derived to allow industry adopters to easily migrate from stateof-the-art Auto-ID technology to the initial level of commercially
viable DOM. That includes shifting from concepts mainly based
upon unique IDs referencing information in backend systems with
high computing power to DOM allowing for true on-product
information storage (e.g. so called Storage DOMs based upon
passive RFID tags). This is not trivial, as in comparison to more
autonomous but expensive DOMs as presented in [13], storage
DOMs allow for reading and writing data directly from/onto an
object, where else it does not possess further intelligence as
opposed to Smart and Autonomous DOMs which can be directly
accessed by a semantic or block interface. In comparison to that
Storage DOMs have to be decoded in order to access the meaning
of the stored data (see Figure 1).
In a second step, concepts are required to enable industry users to
quickly adapt to changing binary formats and technological
changeovers of memory hardware like smart labels or RFID
transponder types [15]. In current systems the knowledge about
addresses under which process-relevant DOM information is
stored is an implicit part of the PLC application code. This means

in case of changes in DOM format or technology leading to
alterations in memory information addresses, a recoding of all
PLCs involved in a production process is the consequence.
Therefore solving this expensive, time-consuming and resourceintensive issue is crucial for a successful application of DOM in
industrial application domains.

Figure 1. Semantic Gap between Storage DOMs and their
Information
The solution presented in this paper shows a technical approach to
the problem of hard coded bit addresses in DOM and the related
issue of inflexibility in the area of industrial automation. As
storage DOM comes closest to the technology currently in use by
the production industry, our approach covers this kind of memory
technology. In the center of the our concept stands an easily
maintainable XML document that specifies bit addresses of DOM
information which is stored in an on-product memory and
replaces static lookup tables in the PLC code. To evaluate the
feasibility of the chosen approach, the developed components are
implemented in a real life production system consisting of a PLC,
RFID read/write devices and industrial control software. Based on
the experiences gathered during comprehensive tests, benefits and
limitations of the current solution are discussed and future
research directions are derived.

2. STATE OF THE ART
Technologies like barcode or RFID systems are an integral
component of today’s factory and automation systems. Major
examples for the use of Auto-ID systems can be found in various
domains like production, logistics and retail, ranging from RFIDbased production systems [18], via automated airport baggage
handling systems [8] to the tracing of products in the retail sector
[6]. Hardware technologies are complimented by ID consortiums
like the electronic product code (EPC) or the GS1 coding system,
referencing backend information by using an object’s ID [3, 12].
Most of current solutions use Auto-ID technologies and objectrelated information only in the context of closed-loop applications
in single domains or even a single company [9]. Nevertheless the
idea of using decentralized data within the context of production
process control is already around for some time [9, 18].
In order to provide current automation systems with a higher
degree of flexibility, more and more mature IT technologies move
into the domain of factory automation. Examples are
communication technologies like WLAN and Bluetooth or mobile
devices like smartphones and wearable computers [19].The same
accounts for the use of DOM in industrial application domains.

When looking at past and ongoing research activities in
information technology, examples for DOM are manifold [11, 13,
14, 17].
What sets the use of DOM in automation systems apart from other
application domains is that information must be dealt with on a
binary level. The inability to do computing on a higher level
within a commonly used PLC and the still very limited storage
space of current transponder technologies makes it difficult to use
textual data formats – like XML – on the DOMs. Because of this
constraint an efficient binary coding of the DOM data format
becomes highly relevant to provide a solution that is expressive
and flexible enough to deal with comprehensive life cycle
information [15].
In order to use product- and production-related information for
process parameterization in open-loop factory processes, an onproduct memory solution was developed in the project Semantic
Product Memory (SemProM) and evaluated in real-life
demonstration systems [10]. Nevertheless the problem of
interpreting binary data in order to parameterize or to control a
process remains. Since the interpretation of the information is still
implemented on the PLC level the interpretation knowledge is
encapsulated within the code and inflexible with respect to a
change of the DOM structure.
In order to realize a more flexible handling of binary DOM
information in factory automation systems, web technologies
seem to provide a remedy. The eXtensible Markup Language
(XML) [16] is a declarative description language that is broadly
used for the platform-independent specification of data formats in
today’s information systems. To use these technologies within
automation systems, an efficient binary representation for the
XML documents is demanded.
The Efficient XML Interchange (EXI) [2] format is a
recommendation for the efficient exchange of XML documents.
EXI can be used to transform XML documents in a compact
binary representation which is suitable for a fast document
processing. Since EXI encoder use entropy encoding for
transforming XML information into a binary XML representation,
the structure of the output stream may vary, depending on the
information of the input document. But since the addresses of the
information stored on a DOM are commonly fixed, the encoder
has to map the input information onto their static addresses. Since
EXI doesn’t support this information mapping, it is not suitable to
be used for the binary representation of XML documents on
DOMs.
To enable a flexible, hardware independent use of DOM
technologies in future automation systems the next section
presents a mapping approach, which decouples the DOM
information from its binary representation using XML technology.

3. APPROACH
In today’s processes there is a “digital gap” between the DOM
structure specification and the implementation of the DOM access
routines on the hardware level. Informal specifications – like
Excel sheets and Word documents – are commonly used to
specify the memory addresses of the data stored on the DOM.
These documents are then used by the programmers to implement
the PLC routines which assign the DOM data to the variable used
within the program. Usually a static lookup table is used to define
the variable memory addresses on the DOM. Since the lookup

table is fixed within the PLC code, the program would have to be
reprogrammed and recompiled if a memory address is changed.
This static lookup table is replaced with a new lookup mechanism
that allows the outsourcing of the memory addresses into an easily
maintainable XML document.
As depicted in Figure 2, the system architecture consists of three
main components: The first component is a programmable logic
controller (PLC) which controls the automation process. As the
first step within the process, the PLC uses the RFID read/write
devices to read the DOM data into the internal memory buffer.
Instead of using an internal lookup table to decode the variable
values, a new module has been integrated in the PLC that queries
the variable addresses on demand. If the memory address of a
variable is unknown to the PLC, an external “mapping server” is
called by sending the variable’s namespace address. This
namespace address is coded as an XML XPath String, which
comprises the variable’s position within the hierarchical DOM
structure.

leaves of the XML document are represented by the atomic
blockpart elements (see Listing 1). Each blockpart element
describes one variable and its memory address on the DOM. The
memory address is specified with a start and end attribute. Both
attributes represent the bit-address of the variable, which allows a
bitwise low-level addressing of the DOM information. If the tag
information should be addressed on a higher level – e.g. using a
byte-wise memory access – these values have to be divided by an
appropriate factor. All addresses are relative to the offset attribute
of their parent block element. The datatype attribute serves as
additional information for our demonstrator that can be used
within the demonstrator implementation to format the variable
value.
<block type="SmartFactory" offset="352">
…
<blockpart variable="NoPillA"
datatype="DiscreteNumber"
start="32"
end="39"/>
…
</block>

Listing 1. XML Description of the Variable “NrPillA”
After the variable address has been retrieved from the XML
document it is sent back to the PLC which uses them to decode
the variable values from the internal memory buffer. In case of the
“NoPillA” variable the binary memory address “32” is sent, using
a predefined communication protocol. This starting address is
sufficient for the PLC to decode the variable value, since the end
address of the variable can be derived from the static length of the
variable data types – e.g. BOOL, BYTE and WORD.
The benefit of this approach is that the memory address can be
changed in the XML document without touching the PLC code.
To evaluate the concept a demonstrator has been developed which
is introduced in the next section of this paper.

4. PROOF OF CONCEPT
Figure 2. The Architecture of the Mapping-Concept
The DOMs hierarchical structure is specified using so called
blocks. Blocks are logical structures that can be used to group
information, e.g. by vendor, factory, production cell or production
module.
For example the variable NoPillA, which is used within the
SmartFactory block to indicate how many dietary supplement pills
of Type A have been filled in a blister, is represented by the
logical namespace “/SmartFactory/NoPillA” (see Figure 2).
The second module of our concept is represented by the mapping
server which is used to process the variable requests that are sent
by the PLC. The mapping server looks up the requested variable
memory addresses in an XML document, which stores the
variable memory addresses for a specific DOM. This XML
document is the third component representing the core of the
mapping approach. For each specific DOM structure, an XML
mapping document is specified and stored on the server.
According to the DOM structure an XML block-element is used to
hierarchically organize the variables in the XML document. The

The feasibility and viability of our approach has been proven by a
demonstration during the Hannover Messe Industry Fair 2010.
The demonstration was embedded in a scenario that used a digital
object memory (DOM) on an exemplary product (a so called
smart drug case) to store information relevant during various
stages of the product life cycle, and share this information across
the entire value chain via standardized DOM structure and access
mechanisms.
The SmartFactory demonstrator (see Figure 3) constituted one of
the manufacturing modules in this scenario, and used information
on the DOM to control its production process of filling the smart
drug case with an individual mixture of three different types of
dietary supplement pills and capping the final product.
Additionally, quality control information (weight) was stored in
the product’s memory and could be used in subsequent process
steps.
The industrial hardware of the two demonstration modules (filling
module and robot module) consists of programmable logic
controllers (PLC), RFID read/write devices, pneumatic
components, an industrial robot, sensors and actuators. The
mapping mechanism is implemented using a client/server
approach, with the mapping server running on an external PC and
the client running on the PLC.

bytes can result in a reprogramming and re-release effort affecting
a number of systems on all levels on the automation pyramid
(ERP, MES, PLC). The presented approach of decoupling
variables from their DOM-specific memory address shows a way
to overcome these obstacles that stand in the way of a widespread,
successful use of DOMs in the production industry.
The migration to new technologies on the DOM-side of the
process (e.g. bigger memory, added computing intelligence) or on
the RFID reader/writer and PLC side (e.g. new standards) can
easily be accomplished, because the code to interpret the
information on the DOM is separated from the rest of the
application code and does not have to be changed.

Figure 3. Setup of the Hannover Fair Demonstrator
The server application on the PC is implemented as a Java console
application, opening a new thread for each accepted look-up
request, performing the look-up of the requested variable in the
appropriate XML document, sending back the result and closing
the thread. The client-side application consists of a function block
being called by the PLC for each read/write operation to the
DOM. This function block establishes a TCP/IP connection to the
mapping server sending out a variable request according to a
predefined communication protocol. The response is then
processed and information read from or written to the appropriate
positions in the DOM. Since all these steps happen “behind the
scenes” inside the demonstration module, a visualization with live
data is implemented using JavaFX1, to give visitors a better
understanding of the mapping concept and mechanism (see Figure
4).

With increasing flexibility of production plants, individualization
of products and shortening product life cycles, the support for
change management and version control become crucial factors
influencing the adoption of new concepts like DOMs. The
presented approach simplifies the introduction of new versions of
DOMs. A rearranged information structure just has to be
documented in XML, uploaded to the mapping server and for all
DOMs carrying a version flag, the appropriate new structure
definition can be loaded automatically by the PLC. Additionally, a
DOM structure modeled with XML-formats can be verified
against the schema definition, increasing the safety of change
processes.
In production plants, each change of the PLC code has to be
followed by a costly technical release procedure to ensure that
process and production quality are still being met. In the proposed
approach, the information about how the bits and bytes on the
DOM should be interpreted is no longer a part of the PLC
program but instead documented in an external file on a server.
Changes to this file may not require a full technical release
process, since the PLC code remains untouched. In real-life
production plants, this could potentially save time and money.
Besides the outlined benefits we also identified some limitations
of our approach that have to be considered in the future work:
While the approach allows a flexible change of the variable
memory addresses without touching the PLC code, a change of
the hierarchical information structure or the variable names in the
XML document still demands for a change of the PLC code.

Figure 4. Visualization of the Demonstrator
The entire setup proved to be stable, running five days without
any problems. Changes in the structure of the DOM could be
ported to the whole demonstration system by simply changing the
server-side XML document, eliminating the need of individual
PLC reprogramming.

5. BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS
In the world of decentralized industrial automation, implementing
seemingly small changes in the structure of a DOM can be
extremely cumbersome and complex. Switching the order of a few
1

http://www.javafx.com

A further limitation is that the used client-server-architecture is
less suitable for applications with hard real-time constraints. This
design decision has been made because today’s PLCs do not
support the adequate processing of XML documents. To ease the
processing of the XML document it has been outsourced to a
external server application. Although restrictions concerning the
real-time capability may apply, the client/server-communication is
limited within our demonstration scenario to a minimum, since
“unknown” DOM variables are only requested once by the PLC,
which has a positive effect on the real-time capability of the
system.

6. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Digital Object Memories are a means to provide value-added
services to the entire value chain. The solution presented in this
paper increases the cross-domain applicability of DOMs by
adding an infrastructure to exchange the underlying information
models between all stakeholders of the value chain in a humanand machine-readable format.

The separation of information and their binary representation on a
DOM, as well as the annotation of the binary values with metainformation, is a prerequisite to increase the self-descriptiveness
of Digital Object Memories. Consequently this helps to close the
semantic gap between storage DOMs – such as RFID-tags – and
applications. Although the presented approach represents a first
step towards bridging the gap, the ultimate goal will be to store a
data scheme on the DOM hardware itself. This would enable to
use intelligent DOM readers that offer a semantic interface for the
DOM access.
Having a semantic interface would allow using enriched
information – instead of bit-strings – within the application, which
offers the technical basis for major enhancements of industrial
production systems by means of flexibility and changeability.
First, the presented technology enables the ad hoc networking of
DOMs with applications that are not specifically tailored to a
unique hardware. This enhances flexibility and adaptivity in
production systems. Second, the presented work opens the field of
semantic technologies for DOMs in the area of industrial
production.

DOMs – such as energy consumption information – can offer the
as-is state of production systems as well as the target state.
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